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This invention relates to carriers for cans ‘and more 
particularly to a wrapper-type form of paperboard carrier 
having an improved downwardly folding handle structure 
initially secured to the top surface of the paperboard 
carrier and being easily accessible upon subsequent down 
ward folding thereof. 
The handle structure of the present invention is ar 

ranged with laterally extending tab portions; the handle 
structure being initially secured in nestedrelation by the 
engagement of the tab portions, but upon theinitial rais 
ing of the handle structure the tabs are disengaged and 
do not return to engaged relation upon a subsequent 
downward folding of the handle .structure thereby facili 
tating access to the handle structure for any subsequent 
raising. 

In many cases, when cans .having end edges or rims 
are arranged in paperboard carriers of the wrapper type 
having no partition members therein between the cans, 
the end edges of one row of cans tend to ride on .the 
top surface of the other row of cansand thereby present 
an uneven surface between adjacent rowsvof cans. This 
results in an uneven top surface on the paperboard car 
rier and when additional carriers loaded with cans are 
stacked on top of the paperboard carrier, the stack is 
not aligned due to this uneven top surface formed on the 
carriers, and the stacking of carriers is thereby rendered 
di?icult. 

According to the present invention, .an even, top :sur 
face on wrapper type paperboard carriers is provided 
even when the end edges of one row of cans ride on the 
top surface of the end edges of an adjacent rowof cans. 
This is made possible by the use of a downwardly-folding 
handle structurearranged medially of the toppanel and 
adapted to be folded downwardly on the top side of-the 
carrier-adjacent the lower row of cans. The handle struc- L,‘ 
ture is of a double ply .and compensates in .folded posi 
tion for the unevenness formed bythe raised row ofcans. 
Thus, the stacking of loaded carriers on one vanother is 
facilitated by the present invention. 

Also, the handle structure has aligned hand hold aper 
tures extending‘therethroughthat are formed by cut out 
?aps folded downwardly and secured to each surface of 
the top panel on each side of the'handle structure. This 
is a considerable improvement .over the type of carrier 
in which only a single ?ap was secured -.to oneside‘ofa 
handle structure, as the present invention ‘allows 'the 
weight to be-uniforrnly distributed tothetop panel-and 
thereby provides a strengthening for the-top panel. 

These and other features or" the present invention are 
described in further detail below in connection with the 
accompanying drawings, in which: 

vfig. 1 is a perspective view of the paperboard carrier 
embodying the present invention and showing :the up 
standing handle structure thereon; 

Fig. 2 is an end view of theicarrier shown in Fig. I 
loaded with cans with the end edges of-one row of cans 
riding'on the top surface of the end edges'of an adjacent 
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row of cans thereby presenting an uneven surface be 
tween adjacent rows of cans; 

Fig. 3 is a stack of three loaded paperboard carriers 
embodying the present invention and showing an even 
top surface thereon; 

‘Fig. 4 is a bottom plan view of the blank from which 
the carrier in Fig. l is formed and showing the glue ap 
plication for the ?rst folding step in stippling; 

Fig. 5 is .a bottom plan view of the blank shown in 
Fig. 4.after the?rst folding step in which the edge por~ 
tions .of the blank are folded inwardly and the handle 
panelsare aligned in face-to-face contact; 

Fig. 6 is a top plan view of‘the blank shown in Fig. 1 
with the glue applicationlfor the ?rst folding step being 
shown in stippling; _ 

Fig. 7 is a top plan view of the blank shown in Fig. 6 
after the ?rst folding step; and 

Fig. 8 is atop plan view of a modi?ed blank used in 
forming a carrier adapted for‘ carrying a load of-twelve 
cans. 

Referring now in detail to the drawings, the illustrated 
paperboard carrier embodying the present invention, as 
indicatedtgenerally by the numeral ill, comprises a top 
wall panel 12, alpair of side wall panels 14 and 16 fold 
ably hinged at opposite edges of top wall panel 12, and 
a pair of bottom wall lap panels 18 and 2t? foldably 
hinged at vthe respective bottom edges of the side wall 
panels 14, 16 and proportioned to-overlap at their ex 
tending edge portions to form a rectangularfour-sided 
wrapper It}, enclosing at least two rows of cans C and 
having open ends as shown inFigs. 1-3. . 

The/paperboard carrier 10 is further arranged accord 
ing to the present invention with an integral handle-struc 
ture 22 foldably hinged to the top wall panel 12 for 
disposition in-either a ?at position at which it is depressed 
against the top wall .panel 12, or extended to an erect 
position for carryingas illustrated-inFig. l. 
The top wallpanel 12 is formedfrom a pair of corn— 

ponent half panels 24, 25 proportioned to meet substan 
tially midway of the reach-of top wall panel 12. 

Central panels 21,23 are r'oldablyhinged to each other 
and to the component half panels 24, .25, respectively, 
and are :slit transverselylto de?ne a pair of handle panels 
26, 27 .and sideretaining portions '23, .29. Handle struc 
ture 22 comprises handle panels 26, 27 .foldably con 
nected to .each other at one side thereofand foldably'con 
nected at the opposite .sides. to one of theconiponent halt‘ 
panels .24, 25. Side retaining portions 28, 29 are ar 
ranged adjacent the ends .of handle structure 22 and are 
each foldably connected to both component half'panels 
24, 25 atopposite sides. The side retaining portions 23, 
29 are each intermediately foldable to de?ne side flaps 
3t}, 31 and 32, 33, respectively; the side ?aps 3%, and 
32, 33 beingsecured in face-to-face relation and being 
folded to overlie component half panel 21% in an extent 
equal to that of the handle structure 22. 
Handle panels 26, 27 .are secured in face-to-face rela 

tion and are formed with securing '?aps v34, .35, respec 
tively, providing hand hold apertures. Flap 35 is re 
cured by-a suitable gluevapplication to the bottom {we 
of half panel '25 on one side of handle structure 2?; d 
?ap .34 isrsecured by a suitableglue application e 
top face of half :panel 24 (on the other side of handle 
structure 22. The arrangement of ?aps 34, 35 oneither 
side of handle structure 22 allows the weight of the 
loaded carrier to be equally distributed between half 
panels'24, 25 that ‘form the top'wall panel 12 and thus 
results in' a strengthened carrier. 
The ‘handle structure 22 is formed with tabs 36 extend 

ing from-each side of handle panel 26; the tabs 35 being 
arranged substantially medially of 'the end edges of han~ 



3 
dle, panel 26' The inner side ?aps 3Q, 32 are provided 
with notches 40 in‘ alignment'with vtabs 36 on handle7 
panel 26. The outer side ?aps 31, 33 are'arranged in 
coveringgrelation to notchesAtl and handle structure 22 
is initially'secu'red‘ in'?at relationto top wall, panel 12 
bythe disposition of tabs 36 in notches 40; tabs 36b'eing 
secured in‘ notches 413 ‘by the outer side ~?a'ps' 31, 33 
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arranged thereoveri" Upon the initial, raising of handle ~ 
structure 22 from nested relation with top wall panel 12, ' 
the tabs 36 are disengaged from notches 40 and upon 
any subsequent downward folding of handle structure 
22, tabs 36 will engage the outer'face of side ?aps 31, 
33 which will prevent handle structure 22 fronivreturn 
ing to'securing relation with side retaining portions 28, 
29. thereby facilitating access to handle structure 22 vfor 
subsequent raising thereof. It should be noted that the 
engagement of tabs 36' with the outer face of side ?aps 
31, 33 does not prevent‘ the handle structure 22 from 
returning to nesting-relation with ,top panel 12, 'but'it 
does prevent, the securing thereof. ‘ ' ' ' t 

The tabs 36 by which the handle structure is disposed 
in this manner to obtain the above-noted advantages, and 
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by which the handle structure isrmade readily accessible . 
a for easy raising to a carrying position, may be lifted from 
their initial position in the carton structure as originally 
formed, either by hand or automatically, during or after - 
wrapping of a package group of cans in the carrier, as 
disclosed in copending application Serial No. 648,042, 
?led March 25, 1957. . , ‘ 

VWheVn two rows of cans having end edge portions are 
arranged within paperboard carrier 10, the end edge por 

' tions of one row of cans normally tend to ride on the 
_ top surfaceof '7 the end edge portions of the adjacent“ 
row of cans thereby providing an uneven surface between 
the adjacent rows of cans. This results in an uneven 

'7 top surface being formed on the paperboard carrier, and 
thus hinders the’ stacking of additional loaded carriers 
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thereon since the stack will be unaligned vertically., By ' 
arranging a triple paperboard thickness adjacent the top 
of the row of cans having lowered end edges, and the 
single'paperboard thickness adjacent the end edges of the 
raised row of cans, the triple paperboard thickness will 
tend to compensate for the unevenness between adjacent 
rows of cans and will provide an even top surface on 
the paperboard carrier thereby facilitating the stacking 
of additional paperboard carriers thereon. a 
A depressible tab 42 is provided in ‘half panel ‘24 an 
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a tear tab 44‘ extends from the extending free edge of - 
depressible tab 42; tear tab 44 having perforations ex, 
tending ifrom the free corners of depressible tab 42. 50 

When handle structure 22 is arranged in ?at folded ' 
relation on top wall panel 12, depressible tab 42 is 

- covered and protected by the handle structure 22. Upon 
the raising of handle structure 22, depressible tab 42 is 
exposed so that upon inward pressure being exerted on . 
depressible tab 42, the edge oftear tab 44 is accessible, 
whereby an upward pressure exerted on tear tab 44 

so that they can be gripped to draw the wrapper tightly 
about the cans C and‘ hold the lap panels. 18, 20 in over 
lapping relation for securing locking tabs 48 in the man-V ‘ 
ner disclosed in the ,above mentioned copending applica 
tion Serial No. 593,604; ' ' 

The blank for the paperboard carrier may be formed, ‘ 
according to the present‘ invention, with edge ?aps 54 
arranged for doubling at the blank edges adjacent posi 
tioning slots 56 provided along the, foldably hinged edges 
of bottom wall lap panels 18', 20 and side wall‘panels 
i4, 16 in the'manner disclosed in'c'opending application 
Serial No. 602,114, ?led August 6, 1956.» ' a q ' 

The ?rst step in forming the paperboard carrier-from 
the blank disclosed in Fig.’ 4 of the drawings consists in 
folding the end ?aps 54inwardly along the edges of'the , 
adjacent panels and in ‘folding the handle panels. 26, 27 
along. the hinge line formed therebetween, thereby dis; 
posing handle panels 26, .27 in face-to-face relationto 
form handle structure'22. The folding of handle panels 
26, 27 also results inthe folding of side ?aps 30, 31 
and 32, 33, respectively,_,in ,face-to-face relation along 
hinge lines aligned with the hinge. line between lhandle. 

Inner' side ?aps 30, 32,.are secured'to , panels 26, 27. 
the top surface of > half panel 24>by a suitable. glue 
application, as indicated by stippling in Fig. 1. .During 
the ?rst folding step the tabs 36 are secured in notches ‘ ' 
40'as the outer side ?aps 31, 33 are arranged in cover 
ing relation to tabs 36, as shown in Fig. 5 of '_the draw 
ings; ‘ v ' ' 

Figs. 6 and 7 also show the ?rst folding step in form 
ing the paperboard carrier 10 from the blank, but the, 
blank in these ?gures is shown in atop plan view whereas 
the blank in Figs. 4 and 5 is shown in a bottom plan 
view. The ?aps V34, 35 provided in handle structure 22 ' 
to provide hand hold apertures and to evenly distribute 
the weight along the top'wall panel :12, are secured on ' 
either'side of handle structure 22 in thisy?rst folding 
step as mentioned previously. Flap 35 ‘is arranged on the 
bottom surface of half panel 25 and is secured thereto 
by a suitable glue application; ?ap v35> being shown in 
position after the ?rst folding step‘in Fig. 7. Flap 34 
is inserted through the'han'd hold aperture provided by 
?ap 35 and is secured to the top surface of half panel 
24 by a suitable glue application, as indicated by stippling' 
in Fig. 4. It is thus observed that any weight transmitted - 
to handle structure 22 will be distributedlequally be 
tween half'panel's 24, 25 as a result of ?aps 34, 35 being’ 
secured to top wall panel 12 on either side of handle 
structure 22. Therbla'nk after the ?rst folding step. is 
ready for folding and vsecuring about a ‘group of cans. 
The handle structure 22 will remain in its ?at relation 
with top wall panel 12 until an upward pressure is ap 
plied thereto since the tabs 36 are held in securing rela 
tion with notches 40; by outer side ?aps 31, 33.‘ " 

Figure'S shows a blank used in forming a modi?ed 
carrier adapted for'carrying a load of 12 cans. A han 

' dle structure 60 is arranged with tabs'62 and flaps 64, 
will result in the tearing thereof along the perforations ’ ‘ 
therein, allowing access to'the cans C within the paper 
board carrier. ' ‘ 

, Paperboard carrier 10 is adapted'to be foldedi'and' 
secured about a load of ‘cans C during a packaging op- ' 
eration, the bottom wall lap panels 18,20 being formed 

.with aligned retaining and locking‘ tabs 46 andi48, re 
spectively, to secure the wrapper. forming the paperboard 
carrier in themanner ‘disclosed in copending application 
Serial No. "459,918, ?led October 4, 1954, now Patent 
No. 2,786,572, granted March 26, 1957. In this con 
nection, reference should also be made to copending 
application'Serial No. 593,604, ?led June 25,1956, now 
Patent No.. 2,809,486, for further details of the packag 
ing operation and of'the manner in which aligned are! 
tainingand locking tabs 46 and 48 are interlocked to 
secure’ the wrapper. The bottom wall lap panels 1,8,;20 
may be -_f11,rther,f.0.rmed with gripping; apertures 59, 52 
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66 in the same manner as the carrier shown in Figs.v l-7, 
and the remaining elements'shown in Fig. 8 are similar 
to corresponding elements shown by the embodiment of 
Figs. -1'—7. except, in dimensions. The carrier formed 
from the blank shown in Figure 8'is particularlyyuseful 
'for heavy can loads. 

The present invention hasbeen described inndetlail 
above-for purposes of illustration only andr'is not, 1n 
te'nded to be limited by'this description or otherwise, 

~ except as de?ned in the appended claims. " i ' ' 

I claim: - q . 

1. A handle structure for: a four-sided paperboard 
carrier having open ends, said handlestructure compris 
ing a pair of handle panel elements arranged in face-to 
face relation and having; aligned hand hold apertures 
therethrough, said handle structure being initially dis- ' 
posed in a’ ?at relation on the top ‘side; of said carrier 
and foldably hinged thereto, adouble ply side retaining V 
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portion having a length equal to the height of said 
handle structure disposed in ?at relation on the top side 
of said carrier adjacent each end of said handle structure, 
one of said handle panels having a tab extending from 
each end thereof, the inner ply of the side retaining por 
tions having notches therein aligned with the tabs on 
said handle structure and the outer ply of said side por 
tions being disposed in covering relation to said notches 
whereby said handle structure is initially secured in flat 
relation by the positioning of said handle structure tabs 
in said notches, and after the initial raising of said handle 
structure from said secured position said tabs engage 
the outer surface of said side retaining portions upon 
any subsequent downward folding of the handle struc 
ture thereby facilitating access thereto for subsequent 
raising. 

2. in a paperboard carrier for cans comprising a four 
sided wrapper having open ends and enclosing at least 
two rows of cans with the end portions of said wrapper 
overlapped, a handle structure for said carrier arranged '~ 
integrally in a side of said wrapper, said handle struc 
ture having a pair of handle panels arranged in face-to 
face relation with a tab extending from each end thereof, 
and aligned hand hold apertures extending therethrough, 
said wrapper side being formed by a pair of component 
panels and said pair of handle panels each being fold 
ably connected to one of said pair of component panels, 
a side retaining portion of double paperboard thickness 
with notches therein aligned with the tabs on said handle 
structure, and of a length equal to the height of said 
handle structure, secured in ?at relation on each side 
of said Wrapper side adjacent the end edges of said handle 
structure by the positioning of said handle structure tabs 
in said notches, the space between the double thickness 
side retaining portions being adapted for receiving the 
handle structure in nested relation, said hand hold aper 
tures being formed by a ?ap in each of the ‘handle panels, 
and said ?aps being secured to opposite faces of said 
Wrapper side and on opposite sides of the handle struc 
ture, thereby distributing the weight transmitted to said 
wrapper side and strengthening the carrier. 

3. in a paperboard carrier for cans comprising a four 
sided wrapper having open ends and enclosing at least 
two rows of cans with end portions of said wrapper over 
lapped and secured together, a handle structure for said 
carrier arranged integrally in a side of said wrapper, said 
wrapper side being formed by a pair of component panels 
and said handle structure comprising a pair of foldably 
connected handle panels secured in face-to-face contact 
with each handle panel of said pair also foldably con 
nected to one of said pair of component panels, said 
component panels extending to each side of the foldable 
connections with said handle panels and having side re 
taining portions foldably connected thereat, said side 
retaining portions each comprising a pair of side ?aps 
secured in face-to-face contact and having a folding ex 
tent equal to that of said pair of handle panels, the pairs 
of said side ?aps being folded to overlie one of said 
component panels and further secured thereat, the in 
ner overlying side flap of each of said pairs having a 
notch formed in the edge thereof adjacent the related 
handle panel of said pair, and said related handle panel 
having tabs thereon shaped to ?t within said notches, 
whereby said pair of handle panels, after initial folding 
with said pairs of retaining ?aps in overlying relation at 
said one of the component panel portions, may be par 
tially raised to lift the tabs thereon above the outer over< 
lying side ?aps of said pairs so as to maintain said handle 
panels readily accessible for fully raising to upright carry 
ing position while remaining downwardly foldable to a 
substantially ?at position between said pairs of side ?aps. 

4. A paperboard carrier for cans comprising a wrap 
per having open ends with the end portions of said 
wrapper overlapped and enclosing at least two rows of 
cans, said wrapper being scored transversely to de?ne 
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top, bottom, and side panels, positioning slots arranged 
along the transverse score lines and receiving the end 
edges of the cans, a handle structure having a pair of 
handle panels arranged in face-to-face relation and hav 
ing aligned hand hold apertures therethrough, said handle 
structure being disposed initially in a ?at relation on the 
top panel of said carrier, a double ply side retaining 
portion of a length equal to the height of said handle 
structure disposed in ?at relation on each end edge of 
said top panel adjacent the end edges of said handle 
structure, the space between the double ply side por~ 
tions being adapted for receiving the handle structure 
in nested relation, said handle structure having a tab 
extending from each end edge thereof, and the inner 
ply of said side retaining portions having notches therein 
aligned with the tabs on said handle structure, the tabs 
being initially disposed within the notches with the, outer 
ply of said side portions disposed in covering relation 
to said notches whereby said handle structure is initially 
secured in said ?at relation by the positioning of said 
tabs in said notches, and after the initial raising of said 
handle structure from said secured position, said tabs 
engage the outer surface of said side portions upon any 
subsequent folding of the handle structure thereby facili 
tating access thereto for subsequent raising. 

5. A paperboard carrier for cans comprising a .wrap 
per having open ends and enclosing at least two rows of 
cans therein, said wrapper being scored transversely to 
de?ne top, bottom, and side panels, a handle structure 
integrally hinged medially of said top panel and extend 
ing upwardly therefrom in erected position, said handle 
structure having a pair of handle panels arranged in 
face-to-face relation and aligned hand hold apertures 
extending therethrough, said handle structure being ini 
tially disposed in a flat relation on one side of said top 
panel, a depressible tab hinged to the top panel for al 
lowing access to a tear tab, said tear tab being arranged 
adjacent said depressible tab and having perforated edge 
sections extending outwardly from the cut out portion 
formed by said depressible tab, the arrangement of said 
handle structure in flat folded relation covering and pro 
tecting the depressible tab and adjacent tear tab, a dou 
ble paperboard thickness side retaining portion of an 
extent equal to that of said handle structure arranged 
on each side of the handle structure in ?at relation to 
the top panel, the space between the double thickness 
side portions allowing the handle structure to be received 
in ?at nesting relation, said handle structure having a tab 
extending from each end edge thereof and the inner 
thickness of the side retaining portions having notches 
arranged therein aligned with the tabs on said handle 
structure, the hand hold apertures of said handle struc 
ture being formed by a flap in each of the handle panels, 
and said ?aps being secured to opposite faces of said top 
panel and on opposite sides of the handle structure there 
by uniformly distributing the weight transmitted to the 
top panel. 

6. A paperboard blank adapted for forming a four 
sided wrapper with open ends for enclosing cans ar 
ranged in at least two rows, said blank having an elon 
gated substantially rectangular form and being arranged 
for folding transversely to de?ne a pair of central panels 
foldably hinged to each other and arranged centrally 
with respect to the length of the blank, a pair of half 
panels foldably hinged respectively at the edges of said 
pair of central panels opposite the common edge of said 
central panels, a pair of panels foldably hinged at the 
edges of said pair of half panels opposite said central 
panel edges, and a pair of lap panels foldabry hinged re 
spectively at the edges of said pair of panels opposite 
said half panel edges, said lap panels having aligned 
locking and retaining tabs cut out therein, each'of said 
central panels having a flap hinged along the edge fold 
ably hinged to the adjacent half panel, one of said half 



panels having artab cut out therein'substantially ‘medial 
ly of the width thereof and perforations leading from 
the'corners of the cut out portion formed by said tab 
outwardly towards the edge of the blank, positioning 
slots arranged along the foldably hinged edges of said 
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pair of’ panels for engaging end edge portions of the cans . 
packaged-in‘esaid blank, said central panels being slit 
transversely at the outer’ edges thereof to de?ne a side 
portion adjacent each end and a pair of handle panel 
portion between said side portions, and one of saidrpair 
of handlepanel portions having 'a laterally extending 

' tab formed at each end thereof in nested relation with 
aligned notches i'n'said adjacent side portions. 

7'.'In a paperboard carrier comprising an open-ended 
wrapper-'folde'dand secured about at least two rows 

' ofcans or the like, a handle structure for said carrier 
arranged integrally at a side of said wrapper formed 
by a pair of component panels, said handle structure 
comprising a pair of foldably connected handle panels 
secured in face-to-face relation with each handle panel 
of said pair foldably conneetedrrtone of said paired com 
ponent panels forming said wrapper side so that said 
handle panels may be'disposed ?at in overlying relation 
at said wrapper side or erected to an upstanding position 
with respect thereto, sideretaining ?aps connecting said 
component panel pairs to form said wrapper side, said 
side retaining'?aps being secured in’ overlying relation 
to one of said component. panels contiguously at each 
end of said handle panels, and the inner overlying han 
dle panel atv said ?atly disposed position having lateral 
tabs thereon initially disposed beneath said side retain 
‘ing'?aps in the course'of forming said wrapper side but 
shiftable to an overlying position with respect to said 
?aps by partially raising said handle panels to lift said 
tabs to said overlying position so as to maintain said 
handle panels readily accessiblerfor fully raising to said 
upstanding position While remaining downwardly fold~ 

' able substantially to said'?at disposition. ' ' 

8. A handle structure ‘for a paperboard carrier, said 
handle structure comprising a pair of handle panels 
arranged in face-to-face relation‘and foldably hinged 
on a side, of said carrier medially thereof, said pair of 
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S 
handle, panels, being initially disposed ?at in overlying 
relation‘ at said carrier side, side ‘retaining ?aps secured 
in overlying relation on said parrier side 'contiguously at 
eachrend of said handle panels, and the inner; overlying 
handle ‘panel at said ?atly disposed position havinglat- ' 
eral tabs thereon initially disposed beneath said side re 
taining ?aps; whereby said handle s'tructure is initially 
retained at said ?atly. disposed position by the, disposi 
tion of said tabs beneath said ?aps, while upon partial. 
raising of said handle structure to lift said tabs above 
said ?aps in overlying relation thereto said handle struc 
ture is maintained readily accessible for fully raising to 
an vupstanding position with respect to said carrierv side 7 
and at the same time remains downwardlyfoldable sub— . 
stantially to'said initial ?at disposition. . 

9. A paperboard blank incorporating a 
dle structure, said blank being slit and scored to de?ne 
therein apair of complementarycomponent panel por 
tions, and a pair of ‘handle panels,’ said handle panels 
beingsecured in ‘:face-toface relation and beinglfold 
ably joined to at least one of said component panel por 

' tions and disposed?at in overlyingr'elation with respect 
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to the other of said component panel portions, said ?rst ' 
mentioned'component panel portion being formed with . 
side retaining ?aps extending therefrom in contiguous 
relation at each side of the outer overlying handle panel 
at said ?atly disposed position and, secured in overlying 
relation‘with respect to said other component panel por- . 
tion, and the inner overlying handle panel having lat 
eral tabs thereon disposed beneath said side retaining 
?aps at saidv ?atly disposed position but shiftable to an 
overlying position withrespect to'said ?aps by partially 
raising said handle panels to lift said tabs to'sai'd over 
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